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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

Instructions for Cutting Panel Fabric - Lesson Four 

You will need your cut length measurement for your panels.  Your lining 

should be cut at the finished panel length plus 4 inches. 

Method One: 

Spread fabric out on a clean floor to properly measure and cut your 

fabric at the panel cut length measurement.  Measure the distance of 

your cut length at two points along the width of fabric.  Draw a line 

across the width by placing a yard stick even with both points you 

measured from the starting edge.  Trim at your marked line.  Repeat for 

all subsequent panels. 

Method Two: 

Spread fabric out on a table or cutting board and measure off 36”, one 

segments at a time.  Subtract 36” from your cut length measurement, 

and count the number of times you need to measure 36” segments.  

Note the remaining measurement after all 36” segments are pinned. 

Simply measure 36” from the beginning edge and pin at each selvage 

edge.  Repeat for the number of segments required for your cut 

measurement calculation. Then measure off the final measurement you 
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calculated after subtracting all 36” segments.  You should have a pin at 

each selvage edge at your final measurement points. 

Place a T-square on one end at the pin with the “T” aligned along the 

selvage edge.  Mark a line with ball point pen.  Extend a yard stick from 

the marked line segment, overlapping about 10 inches of the marked 

section.  Align the marked line at the yard stick edge, and extend the 

mark on the fabric the distance of the yard stick.  Repeat until you mark 

to the pin at the opposite selvage edge.   

Trim along the marked line.  Repeat for all subsequent panels.  

Cutting Multiple Widths: 

Cut additional panels and divide them into fourths, thirds, or halves, 

depending on how much is needed to accommodate your rod width 

from calculations on your download sheets.  Cut additional lining pieces 

as you did above, dividing them in the same way you divided the 

panels. 


